The present explains the numerical prediction of the aerodynamics characteristics with the complex geometry objects defined by digital images. Numerical prediction of the aerodynamics characteristics is one of important issues in analysis of the bio-structure flow problem like the severity of sleep disorder. This study aims to presents an automatic analytical tool for evaluating the fluid properties with digital images that the hand-draw images on A4 paper. Laminar flows are considered to simulate the flow caused by the low Reynolds number in upper airway flow problem. The data arrangement of digital image such as BMP 24 bits format can be as Cartesian grid in simulation, which is to save the process of making the mesh and to identify the object boundary by using the image color. As a result, influence of the upper airway on the fluid flow with images is include this model.
Introduction
The study develops the automatic tool for evaluating the aerodynamics characteristics with the complex geometry objects. The simulation tools become an important issue to help the scientists and engineers to analyze the flow-structure interaction problem. In usual, the mesh grid including the complex geometry objects will be generated before the prediction of the aerodynamics characteristics. The method can save the time of generating the mesh by using the pixels from digital image to replace meshes, which is automatic done. The digital images obtained from the scan of the hand-draw image on A4 paper.
Laminar flow which neglects of the turbulence effect dominated to the flow simulation with low Reynolds number is considered in the tool. We consider the laminar flow simulation with the complex geometry objects in Cartesian grid. The complex geometry objects have the staircase boundary (IBM) [1] , which is to make the numerical accuracy low. Hence, we apply the immersed boundary method to improve the accuracy of the boundary effect in the tool. Marker-And-Cell method (MAC) [2] is in computer graphics to discretize functions for fluid and other simulations to approach the solution of Navier-Stokes equation.
The data arrangement of the BMP formatted image can be treated as one kind of Cartesian grid. In the case of upper-airway simulations, the tool replaces the mesh grid by a scanner image and uses the MAC method for evaluating the aerodynamics characteristics of upper-airway. In the MAC grid cell, the velocity components store at the face of the cell and the pressure stores at the center of cell, which is called by staggered grid.
The immersed boundary method with direct-forcing method [3] is adopted from the direct-forcing method, which is to avoid the creation of modeling of the complex geometries in many engineering applications. In general, the fluid simulation with a complex geometry requires the object-fitted mesh by using the unstructured grid, which is using the high computing resources consisting of amount of the processors and memory. Upper-airway is a complex geometry in fluid simulation.
The tool aims to provide a tool for dentist to predict the severity of sleep disorder. Recently, Khaoula [4] produces the approach of fluid flow simulation with a reconstruction of image to replace the mesh generation and use the DNS method to solve the high accuracy flow problem near the object boundary. In usual, we need to reconstruct the upper-airway 3D model to evaluate for the dental correction and oral surgery. But dental clinic in Taiwan do not assemble the high-energy scanner such as cone beam computed tomography, which is difficult to observe the changes in surgery. Dentist likes to approach the fluid motion in the upper airway in very short time. Therefore, we develop the simulation tool to apply the fluid dynamics simulator together with image processing kernel.
Methodology

Numerical Method
The current research presents the CFD technique named the direct-forcing immersed boundary method (DFIBM) [1] that is an accurate and fast method to simulate the incompressible flow problem with a complex geometry. The fluid-solid interaction is to concern as a virtual force in the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. There physical laws for the general fluid flow dynamics can be denoted in the following form and show as
where u , p and Re are velocity, pressure and Reynolds number, respectively.  is a volume-of-body variable which denotes a fraction of solid within a cell and f is the virtual force to include the effect of solid in the viscous flow. The virtual force f at the n time-level affects the viscos effect on the boundary and it is defined by
where s u is the velocity of the solid object. In the upper-airway simulation, the boundary condition of upper-airway is no-slip boundary condition. Hence the variable s u is equal to zero. Therefore, the force can be show as below:
The variable  is a control variable for identifying which the cell if the cell belongs to solid, fluid or mixture. The definition of  is the ratio of the solid over a mesh cell. The fluid cell and the solid cell is represented by 0 and 1 respectively. If the physical boundary crosses over a cell, the mixture cell includes the properties of solid cell and fluid cell. Therefore, The value of variable  for the cell is between 0 and 1.
Airway Image and Mesh Grid Generator
The tool imports an image file to be as the mesh grid for the simulation. The maximum possible boundary box of upper-airway should be bounded and A4 paper defined the sizes of the width and the height which are 210 (mm) and 297 (mm) respectively. The mesh grid is a uniform grid.
The complex geometry of upper-airway will be drawn on A4 paper. We would like to segment the bounding box of the upper-airway from the original image and save it to an image file. Fig. 1 illustrates the original A4-size upper-airway image. Fig. 2 shows that we segment a part of the original image as a bounding box and the format of the image is a 24 bits BMP file.
The tool can generate the mesh grid automatically by loading an image and treat as Cartesian grid. Cartesian grid is a uniform grid where the cells are unit squares, which is like the format of an image. The grid cells are identified which the grid cells belong to solid cells, fluid cells or mixture cells in the upper-airway simulation by using the information of the pixels' grayscale color which the range of grayscale is between 0 and 255. The next process is to point out the upper-airway pipe from the image likes Fig. 2 . We use the diffusion search method with an initial search point inside the upper-airway. The result is Fig. 3 after the identifying process. The white area is the region of fluid inside the upper-airway. The top of the figure is the inflow boundary and the bottom is the outflow boundary.
The location of the mixture cell is between the solid cell and the fluid cell, which is to search the mixture cell by checking if its neighbor cells consist of solid cells and fluid cells. In the current simulations, we assign the value 0.5 for the mixture cell.
Validation and Simulation
Poiseuille Flow in Two Parallel Planes
The Poiseuille flow in two parallel planes is the traditional validation test problem that the steady state flow between two stationary parallel plates where the flow is driven by an imposed pressure gradient. In the analytical solution below we take the pressure gradient to be constant. 1 () 2 dp u y h y dx
The location of the max velocity is in the center of the parallel planes and the max velocity is 1.5 times than the mean velocity of the inflow and show as max 1.5 uu 
The initial flow speed at the inflow is 0.573 (m/s) where the area of the inflow is 8.729 (millimeter) and the volume flow rate is 500 (ml). The maximum speed should be 0.8595 (m/s) from Eq. 6. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of velocity near the outflow and the maximum speed is 0.8565 (m/s). The simulation tools pass the validation, because the result is very closed to the analytical solution. 
Flow Simulation with Upper-airway Geometry
The aerodynamics characteristics simulation in upper-airway can be estimated by using the simulation tool. The original image shows in Fig. 1 . We segment a part of the original image and save it as an input file for the tool. The partial image shows in Fig. 2 . Then the distribution of the control variable can be exported as an image and the image shows as Fig 3. The initial conditions consist of the inflow speed, 0.345 (m/s) with the volume flow rate 500 ml/s, and 0.0145 meters for the inflow area. Because this is a two-dimension simulation. Hence, the dimension z can be ignored. The fluid is air which the values of the properties are 1.1836e-6 and 15.52e-6 for density and kinetic viscosity respectively. Therefore, Reynolds number is 322.3. The flow is a laminar flow with low Reynold numbers.
A jet flow and the reverse flow appear near the outflow, which is increasing the breathing resistance. Fig. 5 shows the distributions of the flow properties including its pressure and the vertical velocity with the reverse direction from inflow(top) to outflow(bottom). The pressure in the range where y is from 0.01 to 0.04 is much higher than the inflow, which is to increasing flow resistance and the risk of sleep disorder.
Conclusion
We present a tool to produce the solution of laminar flow interacting with the complex geometry objects, which is to help dentists to evaluate the flow properties in the upper-airway. In addition, it can automatically adapt the real scale of simulation by comparing with A4 paper. Then the tool can identify the range of fluid to simulate from digital image including the objects. We have valid the tool and the results are closed to the experiment results.
In future, we will improve the computing time of solver by using computing accelerator such as GPU.
